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Abstract—Characterizing the behavior of a scientific application and its associated proxy application is essential for
determining whether the proxy application actually does mimic
the full application. To support our ongoing characterization
activities, we have developed the Oxbow toolkit and an associated
data store infrastructure for collecting, storing, and querying
this characterization information. This paper presents recent
updates to the Oxbow toolkit and introduces the Oxbow project’s
Performance Analytics Data Store (PADS). To demonstrate the
possible insights when using the toolkit and data store, we compare the characterizations of several full and proxy applications,
along with the High Performance Linpack (HPL) and High
Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG) benchmarks. Using
techniques such as cluster visualizations of PADS data across
many experiments, we found that the results show unexpected
similarities and differences between proxy applications, and a
greater similarity of proxy applications to HPCG than to HPL
along many dimensions.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Roadmaps for extreme scale high performance computing
(HPC) systems [1], [2] forecast significant changes to system
architectures, forcing dramatic changes to HPC software in
order to achieve good performance and power efficiency. To
make these changes efficiently and effectively, the behavior
of applications that will run on future extreme scale systems
must be understood at a deeper level than is possible using
only traditional metrics such as execution speed. With better understanding of their applications’ behaviors, application
designers can provide more precise statements of their applications’ computation and communication requirements, and
identify new ways to improve execution along dimensions of
performance, power, and reliability. With better information
about application requirements, extreme scale system designers
can tailor their designs to better satisfy the applications’
requirements. This co-design of hardware and software has the
potential for substantial improvements in scientific computing
productivity.
To support the characterization of scientific applications,
we have developed the Oxbow toolkit and Performance Analytics Data Store (PADS). The Oxbow toolkit provides a
variety of mechanisms to collect information about applications’ static and dynamic characteristics, and about the systems
on which they execute. PADS provides an infrastructure for
tracking this information across different experiments, over

changes in application versions, and between systems. PADS
also provides a web-based visualization portal accessible at
oxbow.ornl.gov by following the “Portal” link at the top of
the page. Many figures presented in this paper were generated
using this web interface.
To focus on specific application-system interactions and to
control access to applications from sensitive domains, HPC
co-design researchers often develop “proxy” applications that
mimic real application behavior along one or more dimensions,
but use a smaller code base [3]. Since its inception, a primary
goal of the Oxbow project has been to study how well
proxy applications mimic their respective full applications in
practice [4].
In this paper, we provide new insights into current codesign proxy applications produced by the various U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Co-design centers. We also contextualize these proxy applications by comparing their behavior
to other benchmarks, micro-kernels, and full applications of
interest to DOE and other extreme scale scientific computing
centers. Table I shows the list of full applications and proxy
applications which have been profiled and uploaded to our data
store.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After
discussing some existing work in application characterization
in Section II, we detail the Oxbow project tools, metrics
used for our characterization studies, the design of the PADS
infrastructure, and the expected workflow of the toolchain
in Section III. Section IV presents our characterizations of

TABLE I: Profiled applications grouped by co-design set
Source

Benchmark

CESAR

XSBench, RSBench, NEKBONE, NEKmk

ExaCT

Exp CNS NoSpec, Multigrid C, vodeDriver

ExMatEx

LULESH

LLNL ASC

AMG2013, AMGmk, MCB, UMT2013, UMTmk

Mantevo

miniAMR, miniFE

Full Application
Other
Benchmark

LAMMPS, eavl, VisIt, Nek5000, QMCPack
HPL, HPCG, KMI Hash, GFMCmk, HACCmk

computation and communication behavior of the proxy applications, microkernels, and benchmarks listed in Table I.
In Section V, we summarize the findings of our application
characterization studies and outline some directions for future
work with PADS and the Oxbow toolkit.
II.

P REVIOUS & R ELATED W ORK

In our earlier study using Oxbow [4], we reported on
characterizations of several co-design applications. This work
extends our previous work with new characterization results,
a description of new analysis techniques such as clustering of
application characterization data, and a description of our new
data storage infrastructure and its web-based interface.
The MIAMI Toolkit [5] used in previous Oxbow work
has been augmented and has become an independent software
package. As in our earlier Oxbow work, we use the Oxbow
version of MIAMI for studying an application’s dynamic
instruction mix. Like other Oxbow tools (see Section III), our
version of MIAMI is integrated into the Oxbow tools build
system. It is integrated into the common Oxbow execution
and upload infrastructure.
The Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) [6] has a performance database [7] which is tightly coupled to the TAU
ecosystem. TAU provides in-depth application analysis. Our
work is complementary to this effort, focusing on extracting
high level inter-application comparisons from a combination
of experimental metrics.
Similarly, HPCToolkit [8] provides data storage and visualization on a local system for the purpose of in-depth analysis.
In contrast, the Oxbow data store is intended to be shared and
available over the Internet to multiple users.
Scalasca [9] collects large amounts of communication
data and can analyze this data to automatically identify
communication-related performance problems. In contrast, the
mpiP library used in Oxbow is a lightweight profiling tool
used to generate statistics and communication topology data.
In Oxbow, we use this communication data to compare communication patterns and data transfer volumes across different
applications and their input sets.
Other approaches to understand application characteristics
require running applications on various different platforms and
simulations to compare performance metrics [10], [11]. Our
work complements such efforts by 1) providing architecture
independent characterization and 2) maintaining experimental
platform attributes in our data store to correlate performance
results with specific systems.
Compiler based tools, such as PALM [12] and Byfl [13],
can generate application models from source code. These
require specific compiler toolchains. Oxbow works with a wide
range of program development toolchains and includes support
for the profiling of pre-compiled system libraries linked to an
application’s executable program.
III.

OXBOW P ROJECT M ETHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the workflow used to perform the study
presented in this paper. First, the Oxbow toolkit is installed
on the target compute platform. Some number of applications

Fig. 1: Overall Oxbow + PADS Workflow

are compiled and executed using a variety of tools to profile
computation, communication, and memory behavior. In addition to runtime metrics, we collect source code characteristics
that are correlated with any experiments using that source. The
system itself is also profiled to determine hardware features.
Once data has been collected on the target platform, it is
uploaded to the data store. When data is uploaded, it is tagged
with meta-data to allow sorting, analysis, and retrieval of
experiments by information such as date, application version,
or other user defined naming information.
Any data in the data store will be dynamically visualized
through the web portal. Users can explore their data and
compare it with data from other applications. The web portal
can also be used to upload and download experiment data
through a browser.
A. Application Characterization
Oxbow can be used to evaluate application with a variety of
different metrics using different tools and methods. This flexibility is useful when studying co-design applications that are
meant to model only a specific behavior of a parent application.
For example, one would not need to examine communication
data for a proxy application that is only modeling memory
access patterns.

TABLE II: Instruction Micro-operation descriptions.
Category

Description

BrOps
FpOps
FpSIMD
IntOps
IntSIMD
MemOps
MemSIMD
Moves

Conditional/unconditional branches; direct and indirect jumps
Scalar floating-point arithmetic
Vector floating-point arithmetic
Scalar integer arithmetic
Vector integer arithmetic
Scalar load and store operations
Vector load and store operations
Integer and floating-point register copies; data type and precision conversions
Other miscellaneous operations, including pop count, memory
fence, atomic operations, privileged operations

Misc

Computation Profiling: The computational profile of an
application execution is described by the mix of executed
micro-operations. These are not instruction counts, which
would be specific to a given ISA, but the breakdown of x86
instructions into their components.
The decoding and breaking down of instructions is done
using the MIAMI toolkit [5]. MIAMI is an extensible set of
tools built on top of the PIN dynamic binary instrumentation
tools from Intel [14]. The details of how instructions are
decoded and analyzed is described previously in [4].
Micro-operations are grouped into coarser categories which
are listed in table II. At a high level, operations are grouped
into memory, control, and arithmetic. The categorization is
based on which type of microarchitectural components are
needed to support each type. Based on the categorization we
are able to say, for example, whether a code is using vector
arithmetic units.
Communication Analysis: Since we are targeting current
parallel scientific applications, communication analysis is done
by analyzing the application use of the MPI library. Oxbow
uses version 3.3 of the mpiP lightweight MPI profiling library.
The Oxbow version of mpiP includes several not-yet-released
updates to this library to collect data about all point-topoint and collective communication between MPI ranks in a
computation.
The volume of data transferred between ranks is output
in an adjacency matrix. This can be visualized to see the
communication topology for an application run. For example,
a perfect symmetry across the diagonal represents a zeronoise communication pattern common to many benchmarks,
whereas real applications may display more asymmetrical
communication between ranks.
Memory Behavior Measurement: Oxbow includes several
metrics to measure memory behavior, including bandwidth and
a reuse distance metric to estimate data locality. These metrics
are not used in this work, but are detailed here [4] and on the
Oxbow web site.
Source Code Analysis: A recently added feature allows
Oxbow to perform static analysis on application sources. Given
a set of source files, the toolkit will determine languages used,
lines of code, types of parallelism, number of functions and
cyclomatic complexity. This is collected once for a source tree,
and will be correlated to any experiments using that source.
Software cyclomatic complexity uses the constructed control flow graph of a software module to derive a measure of the
amount of decision logic required by the software. Cyclomatic
complexity is defined by McCabe et al. [15] for each module
to be e − n + 2, where e and n are the number of edges and
nodes in the control flow graph, respectively.
B. System Statistics Collection
During install and configuration, Oxbow probes a target
compute architecture to detect hardware features. The analysis
is done using low-level Linux probes that are available on
most HPC clusters. Currently, the analysis uses /proc/cpu,
cpuid and lshw calls, which are available on most HPC
Linux cluster environments.

Fig. 2: PADS Architecture

Oxbow also includes a third-party tool, hwloc [16], that
generates an abstract diagram of architectural topology including cache size and structure. Table III shows the information
collected for our experimental platform, which is displayed
through our web portal.
In addition to maintaining provenance information for
experiments run on each platform, system analysis generates a
machine description file for the MIAMI toolkit. Previously, this
file had to be hand-generated by consulting a manual for each
system to determine hardware features such as cache hierarchy
and specific instruction set support.
C. Performance Analytics Data Store (PADS) Design Goals
Between system profiles, code profiles, and experimental
results, Oxbow produces a large amount of data to be stored,
reviewed, and correlated. To handle this task, we have deployed
the PADS (Performance Analytics Data Store) with associated
web portal that are tied to the Oxbow toolkit. We have
identified several important goals to be addressed by this data
store architecture to allow usability and future extensibility.
Enable New Insights: The primary goal of an online data
store is to collect together many different experimental results
in a common location for the purpose of better understanding applications. An example of this use is the hierarchical/agglomerative clustering analysis described in section III-F.
Flexible Data Model: The data store should accommodate
diverse data formats that emanate from performance tools. The
data model needs to account for evolution of schema as tool
outputs change as well as addition of new tools and metrics.
Transparency: An open access model allows domain scientists, computer scientists and other stakeholders to collaborate
effectively. Researchers typically strive to publish relevant
experiment data as an addendum to their technical publications.
Although such mechanisms satisfy the transparency goal, such
data is not easily accessible for programmatic analysis.
Accessibility: The PADS data infrastructure was designed
to facilitate easy access by a variety of clients. It supports
use cases ranging from summary reports meant for human
consumption to programmer friendly APIs for custom analysis
of raw data.

D. PADS Architecture
The PADS architecture is shown in Figure 2. PADS is built
on MongoDB [17], a well established, open-source, NoSQL
solution to provide a flexible data model. MongoDB uses a
schema-less database design. Software logic ensures that the
state of the data model at any point in time is kept in sync
with the application logic that powers the PADS web portal and
other database tools. Changes in the data model are expected
and handled gracefully, without invalidating older stored data.
Failover, Monitoring & Backup: PADS is deployed as a
replicated database configuration to provide failover capability
with one primary and two secondary databases. If the primary
goes down, one of the secondary databases takes over ensuring
continued database function. Continuous monitoring of the
database and application server infrastructure is put in place for
performing usage analytics, understanding load characteristics
as well as immediate notification of any problems. Automated
nightly backups of the entire database to on-site attached
network storage allows recovery from catastrophic hardware
failure.
Web Portal: A visual analytics portal allows users to
interactively explore the performance data in PADS. The portal
is deployed on an application server and utilizes Python web
technologies to power the backend functionality, and database
connectivity is provided through a lighweight REST API [18].
Modern client-side web technologies including JavaScript,
AJAX, Bootstrap [19], jqPlot [20] and HTML5 allow for a
rich web experience that supports desktop and mobile browser
access.
The replicated database and application server powering the
web portal are both behind a site-wide firewall and shielded
from direct Internet access by a gateway server.
E. Potential Use Cases
The separation of concerns between toolkit, database, and
web portal allows users varying levels of effort and control. A
user can use default tool configurations and browser uploads to
collect information from a desktop and explore results online.
With the same infrastructure, a user can become very familiar
with the raw data output from a given tool, and use command
line access to store and retrieve experiment results that they
analyze with their own custom toolchain.

a particular application is the best person to choose input
parameters for an application. Vendors or systems researchers
might want to study that application, but might not choose the
most representative configurations for experiments. The ability
to easily compare expected results in an open data store would
reduce the chance of erroneous results or wasted efforts.
F. Multivariate Application Clustering
With the growing amount of results in the PADS data
store, making comparisons with traditional scatter or line
plots quickly becomes overwhelming. We use a hierarchical/agglomerative clustering approach to more easily identify
similarities across different applications using any number of
normalized metrics.
A notable advantage of this approach over similar techniques like k-means clustering is the ability to omit explicit
specification of the number of clusters a priori. Hence, the
hierarchical clustering analysis is more amenable to identification of the natural number of clusters in the given dataset.
The algorithm begins with a forest of clusters that will
finally form a hierarchical tree. At the outset, each data point
forms its own cluster. When two clusters a, b from this forest
are combined into a single cluster c, a and b are removed from
the forest, and c is added to the forest. When only one cluster
remains in the forest, the algorithm stops, and this cluster
becomes the root.
The output of this process is a dendogram [21] tree image
that groups applications by similarity and indicates a measure
of similarity between application groupings.
IV.

A PPLICATION I NSIGHTS

This section presents computational and communication
patterns of proxy applications in various configurations in
comparison to top supercomputing benchmarks – HPCG and
HPL.
A. Comparison of HPCG, HPL, and Proxy Applications
Figure 3 shows a comparison of micro-operation ratios
for High Performance Linpack (HPL), version 2.1 of High

Online availability also allows remote collaborations. Consider the scenario where a domain scientist working with

TABLE III: Platform information
Attribute

Value

Model Name

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5660 @ 2.80GHz

Core Speed

2800 MHZ

Cores

6 cores

L1 data (per core)

32KB

L1 instruction (per core)

32KB

L2 (per core)

256KB

L3 (shared)

12MB

Fig. 3: Mix of Instruction Micro-operations for HPCG, HPL,
microkernel and proxy applications

UMT microkernel.
B. Application Clustering: Instruction Mix
Line graphs of micro-operation mixes were shown in
section IV-A to compare applications. These graphs become
hard to read with a relatively small number of results. To
generate a more rich diagram of application similarity, we
used a hierarchical/agglomerative clustering over all instruction
categories.

Fig. 4: Mix of Instruction Micro-operations for CESAR proxy
applications and HPCG

Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG), three microkernel
benchmarks (denoted with mk), and three proxy applications
from various areas. These selections were made to show a large
range of application types for comparison.
Figure 4 compares the proxy applications from the CESAR co-design center with HPCG and HPL. Each application
instruction counts are represented as percentages. This normalizes the instruction counts for each application to a set of real
numbers that sum to 100.
These comparisons were made to compare both the traditional and new top500 benchmarks with the behavior of proxy
applications and kernels. Benchmarks like HPL and HPCG
have typically influenced HPC system design decisions. A
reason given for launching an alternative HPCG-based top500
list is to generate rankings based on more realistic scientific
application behavior.
The results we collected for instruction mix show that the
HPL results are very different than all of the other experiments.
Even the microkernels, which isolate computation from other
phases, show at most 15% floating point SIMD instructions.
HPL shows 60% floating point SIMD instructions due to the
efficient vectorization the very regular computation particular
to this type of dense linear solver.
By comparison, HPCG presents a much more representative mix of computational requirements. In each category,
it falls somewhere between the peaks of highs and lows,
with average amounts of floating point, integer, memory, and
control. It does not currently present a large percentage of
SIMD operations, but we expect this to change as it becomes
more optimized over time.
Though we made these comparisons to investigate behavior
of proxy applications and benchmarks, other observations can
be made using the same data set.
A surprising secondary result here is the similarity between
the profiles of KMI-Hash and UMTmk. KMI Hash is a datacentric application benchmark that represents genome assembly and mapping analysis. UMTmk is the most CPU intensive
kernel from the UMT radiation transport proxy application.
Based on this similarity, CPU resource requirements of compute intensive sections of KMI Hash are represented by the

This type of clustering uses a distance metric to measure
the difference between each experiment. A tree is built iteratively. At every iteration, each cluster is joined together
with the nearest neighboring clusters, resulting in the final
relational hierarchy. In general, a distance metric for this type
of clustering can be any function.
In this case, we defined distance as the euclidean distance
in 9-dimensional space between points at the coordinates defined by the percentage-wise instruction mix of an experiment.
The following equation defines our distance metric between
two experiments, α and β. Each experiment has a set of
instruction percentages, I, which are a set of numbers that
sum to 100, and represent the categories of micro-operations
defined in table II.
v
uiα ∈Iα ,iβ ∈Iβ
u
X
t
(iα − iβ )2
Figure 5 shows the results of listed along the axes of
previous figures and in table II. The leaves of the dendogram
represent data points, and are labeled with a string concatenation of application name and experiment name (a user defined
value).
A user defined cut-off threshold truncates leaves below
certain level to aggregate into a finite number of clusters.
Figure 5 shows a cutoff threshold of the euclidean distance
62 (vertical line at 62 on the x-axis) to identify nine clusters.
Leaves under a common branch are more similar to each
other than leaves under a different branch. The vertical branching points represent a relative degree of difference between
branches. For example, clusters 7 and 8 show more similarity
to each other than they do to cluster 9. Drout and Smith [21]
provide a good introduction to dendrogram interpretation.
In Fig. 5, it is interesting to note that HPCG and VisIt belong to the same cluster and mostly differ in the percentage of
Int SIMD and FlOps instructions. Moreover, VisIt is an outlier
among the instruction mix profiles wherein it exhibits 10.26%
Int SIMD instructions and the next highest is HACCmk
with 2.18% Int SIMD instructions. In this specific problem
configuration, VisIt performed an isosurface operation.
The data store contains a large number of different experiments with different goals. Some users look for different
configurations of thread count, as in the HACCmk:N threads
experiments. Other users look at different problem inputs, as
in the miniAMR experiments. Combining this jumble of data
together lets someone search freely for correlations.

Fig. 5: Hierarchical Clustering Results. The numbers indicates the cluster assignment if we aggregate leaves in the same sub-tree.

Fig. 6: Instruction Mix of Micro-operations for HPCG, HPL, and three configurations of miniAMR

Fig. 7: Instruction Mix of Micro-operations for HPCG, HPL, and three proxy applications

For example, the results of running miniAMR with the
three different recommended problem types are close together,
as expected, but the difference in length between the subtree
for expanding sphere and the other two problem types is rather
large.
Using the web portal, those experiments are selected along
with HPL and HPCG, and the image in figure 6 is dynamically
generated. It is clear that the expanding sphere experiment has
very low floating point operations and less memory access than
the other two scenarios. We also note that all three scenarios
have many more memory operations than either HPCG or
HPL. This is all accomplished in less than 10 minutes of using
the web portal, rather than generating graphs by hand until
something interesting appears.
C. Communication Behavior
When visiting the communication page of the web portal,
any uploaded mpiP communication volume data are visualized
as heat maps such as those shown in figure 8. The images on
the left include mouse-over data and a boxplot of data range
as it appears on the web portal.
The communication volume graphs of HPL (Fig. 8c and
HPCG (Fig. 8a) show that the communication patterns of these
two benchmarks are very different. HPL has communication
distributed evenly throughout all ranks. Hovering the mouse
over (55,15) shows that large amounts of data are being
communicated, whereas no other application here shows any
communication between those ranks.
Again, HPL shows heavily optimized, atypical behavior. In
this case, it would favor an architecture that provided a large
amount of point-to-point bandwidth over the entire machine.
By contrast, the rest of the applications here, including HPCG
have hierarchical communication that would favor a system
with higher bandwidth between nodes hosting neighboring
ranks.
LULESH (Fig. 8b) in particular appears nearly identical to
HPCG in terms of communication. According to the LULESH
documentation, it is not meant to be very interesting in terms
of communication, and should scale its stencil computation
easily to very large machines. HPCG has a similar goal, but
stresses both computation and memory, as bottlenecks, over
communication.
A different pattern emerges in miniAMR (Fig. 8e) and
MCB (Fig. 8f), which darken toward the origin, showing an
all-to-one reduction that funnels data to rank 1. Running the
mouse cursor along the bottom of the x-axis of miniAMR
shows each rank sending data to rank 1, with a periodic
darkening indicating a tree reduction. This type of communication is not represented by HPCG. MCB is meant to test
OpenMP+MPI scalability, and tests it in a very different way
than HPCG.
Having found these patterns in the communication data, it
is easy to generate the micro-operation chart in figure 7 from
the data store. While LULESH and HPCG have the same communication structure, they differ in processing requirements. In
particular, LULESH is more memory operation intensive than
HPCG.

Finally, an application’s communication behavior is highly
dependent on the problem domain and specific experiment
configuration. For instance, there is notable change in communication behavior for miniAMR for different experiments
(Fig. 9).

Fig. 9: Communication behavior of miniAMR with different
problem configurations (two moving spheres:16 ranks, expanding sphere:64 ranks, sphere moving diagonally:27 ranks)

D. Using Oxbow in Co-design efforts
Recently, this infrastructure resulted in an improvement to
a proxy application. In this case, we collected results from an
application, which resulted in communication patterns which
were very different than expected. The original team was
contacted, and they reviewed the results through the web portal
at their home location.
As a result, the application was redistributed to us with an
improved test input parameter set and build system changes to
drive the behavior toward the expected application behavior.
The real contribution of this work is the ability to ”close
the loop” in a codesign effort, by providing easily accessible,
high level views of application behavior.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK

The Oxbow toolkit and data store infrastructure is currently
undergoing testing by friendly users. An upcoming public
release will make the software available to the broader codesign community.
We have shown that even with large number of experiments, the web portal and data store allow a user to easily
identify interesting correlations. Having found interesting sets
of experiments, the user can drill-down into those details.
We propose this as a platform for information dissemination and a vehicle for collaboration between domain scientists,
applied mathematicians, computer scientists, and hardware
architects.
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(a) HPCG communication volume with boxplot and mouse-over data

(b) LULESH communication volume

(c) HPL communication volume with boxplot and mouse-over data

(d) Multigrid C communication volume

(e) miniAMR:expanding-sphere communication volume with boxplot and
mouse-over data

(f) MCB communication volume

Fig. 8: Communication Volume for 64 rank executions of two benchmarks and two proxy applications
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